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OnBase Accelerators for
Guidewire InsuranceSuite

Accelerate your success with OnBase for Guidewire
Speeds integration with Guidewire
Increases speed and accuracy
Automates processes

Product accelerators:
Pre-built integration code
and configurations

Working together, OnBase and Guidewire help claims, underwriting and
billing professionals get their work done more efficiently and effectively. By
decreasing your dependency on paper, you reduce manual errors, promote
secure file sharing and deliver content in context. And with OnBase, you
minimize organizational, technical and financial risks by quickly integrating
your Guidewire system with the only enterprise content management (ECM)
solution in the Guidewire PartnerConnect Solution program.

Implementation accelerators:
Proven implementation
methodology aligned and
approved by Guidewire

Upgrade accelerators:
Ongoing improvement

Support accelerators:
Maximizing the value of your
Guidewire investment

“We want to get out of the business of difficult integration
work and focus on our core business. With Hyland, the depth
of integration points will be appreciated by our business users.”
– Phil McCain, VP of IT, Frankenmuth

Product accelerators: Pre-built integration code
and configurations

OnBase Solution Accelerators for Guidewire InsuranceSuite™
make it unnecessary to re-invent the wheel for each
client engagement, helping P&C customers reduce the
time, costs and risks associated with incorporating ECM
capabilities as part of their Guidewire core transformation
initiatives. With true point-and-click configuration that
minimizes the need for custom coding, OnBase Solution
Accelerators reduce your time-to-market for new products
or services, decrease capture and document management
implementation time and costs by 50 percent or more and
improve project team performance.
More than software alone, OnBase Solution Accelerators
represent a package of Guidewire-tested and approved
software capabilities, Hyland professional services and
ongoing customer support. They feature a selection of
OnBase ECM and event-driven middleware capabilities
that Hyland has pre-configured to address common usecase scenarios derived from real-world implementations.
You can use these configurable component capabilities
as-is for a solution to a particular problem, or extend as
needed for a customized solution. They have been reviewed
by Guidewire to assure adherence to software design
principles and quality criteria, and have been fully tested
by both Hyland and Guidewire to confirm they effectively
integrate with each OnBase and Guidewire release.

Implementation accelerators: Proven implementation
methodology aligned & approved by Guidewire

Instead of starting the discovery process from scratch,
Hyland begins a Guidewire integration implementation
project half-way done. Hyland’s Guidewire-trained insurance
services team utilizes the same Agile methodology used
by Guidewire’s certified implementation partners. The
experienced team of project managers, solution architects
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and installation professionals have integrated OnBase with
more than 30 Guidewire Centers at more than 20 unique
organizations. These opportunities have given them the
ability to develop an in-depth knowledge of the challenges
faced by P&C carriers replacing their legacy systems.

Upgrade accelerators: Ongoing improvement

Replacing core systems is a complex process that often
requires several years to complete. Hyland provides dedicated,
Guidewire-certified product development, quality assurance
and technical support resources to ensure the ongoing
improvement, functional integrity and upgradeability of
Solution Accelerators for the duration of your core replacement
initiative and beyond. Hyland charges no additional fees for
enhancements to Solution Accelerator product components
nor are there any additional costs for regression testing of
Accelerators against new versions of Guidewire.

Support accelerators: Maximizing the value of your
Guidewire investment

Offering deep Guidewire-specific knowledge and
experience, Hyland’s dedicated technical support team for
Guidewire customers ensures a smooth transition from
testing user acceptance to taking the solution live and into
day-to-day operation.
With OnBase, you get an ECM solution that’s Ready for
Guidewire verified and ready to go. Purpose-built accelerators
for the full Guidewire InsuranceSuite™ empower you to speed
your integration and implementation by up to six months. Now
that’s acceleration.

Learn more at OnBase.com/Insurance »

